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The show is being performed at the 
Canadian College of Performing Arts.

This is a photo of the College from Elgin Road.
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To get to the theatre, you can go up a ramp or a set 
of stairs.
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The path from the ramp to the theatre takes you 
through a small garden.
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These are the doors to the theatre.
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Inside, you’ll be greeted by someone at our box 
office. You can buy your ticket here, or check in if 
you’ve already bought a ticket.

The Canadian College of Performing Arts

If you require a special accomodation, please contact us in advance at 250 595 9970.



These are the doors into the Performance Hall.

You can pick up a program from a volunteer outside 
the doors.
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This set of doors leads to the hallway where the 
washrooms are. 
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Ushers will be here to help you if you have a 
question.
They will be wearing a shirt like this, or a nametag 
that says “Volunteer”.
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We have a quiet calm space available. You can leave 
the Performance Hall any time during the show to 
relax.
The accessible washroom is in that room.
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The toilet in the accessible washroom will make an 
unusual grinding noise when you flush it. This is 
normal.
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These are your seats in the Performance Hall. You 
can stand up and move around any time during the 
performance. The house lights will stay on so you 
can see. 
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The show is 1 hour and 50 minutes long. 
There will be one fifteen-minute intermission. 
This is a picture of the stage where the actors will perform. The 
actors will introduce themselves before the show, and you will 
have a chance to meet them after the performance.

About the Show



The Light in the Piazza opens on a central square in Florence, Italy 
with Margaret Johnson, an attractive southern woman in middle-
age, and her openhearted daughter, Clara. While taking in the 
feeling of the city, a breeze picks up Clara’s hat which lands in the 
hands of a charming young Italian boy named Fabrizio Naccarelli. 
His English is a little broken but he meets Clara and her mother, 
and invites them to stop by his family shop. 

Margaret is hesitant to allow this and does her best to dissuade 
Clara from developing an interest in the boy. She speaks directly to 
the audience, alluding to a history of similar situations and shooing 
away infatuated boys to protect Clara. Meanwhile, Fabrizio goes to 
see his father and brother at their family shop and pleads for them 
to help him look more like a man and less like a boy in order to win 
Clara’s love.

About the Show



Fabrizio and his father, Signor Naccarelli, eventually team up 
to promote the match, inviting Margaret and Clara on a walk 
at sunset. Both pairs have an enjoyable evening but Margaret 
appears to be trying to speak to Signor about a pressing matter 
regarding the children, though the subject is never properly 
breached. She calls home to her husband who tells her to put an 
end to things.

Later, at the Naccarelli home, Margaret is once more unable to 
tell the kind boy’s family her secret, and upon watching him calm 
Clara when she is distressed, agrees to let the relationship move 
forward.

About the Show



Fabrizio and Clara make plans to meet at midnight, but when 
their rendezvous goes sideways and they cannot find each other, 
Clara becomes extremely panicked and lost. Margaret finds her 
and brings her back to their hotel, putting her to bed and finally 
explaining that due to a childhood accident, Clara is permanently 
young for her age. Out of fear of the Naccarellis discovering 
this, Margaret decides they must leave Florence in the morning. 
However, while she is at the hotel bar, Fabrizio comes to make 
sure Clara is alright, and to express his fears about his worth. Clara 
reassures him and when Margaret returns, they are engaged.

Act 2 begins in Rome, where Margaret has taken Clara to get her 
away from Fabrizio. Clara is furious and back in Florence Fabrizio 
is in a state of extreme distress. Clara expresses the purity and 
maturity of her love to her mother who agrees to return to 
Florence to allow the marriage to move forward.
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Upon returning to Florence, despite a bit of an outburst during her 
conversion to Catholicism, things are moving along well for Clara 
until the wedding rehearsal. While Clara and Fabrizio are filling 
out forms, Signor sees Clara’s age, 26, and calls off the wedding 
without a word. Clara is heartbroken and confused and Margaret 
goes to Signor Naccarelli’s shop to change his mind. They take 
a walk and are able to see the strength of their children’s love. 
Margaret returns to the hotel to call home to her husband and 
inform him of the wedding. He is furious, and they argue about 
Clara’s capabilities and growth. Clara overhears parts of the call 
and runs out into the street, upset. She finds Fabrizio outside the 
church and he reassures her of everything that is good. Margaret 
gives Clara her veil, urges her into the church, and is left outside to 
grapple with her understanding of love in all its forms through her 
own experience and her daughter’s.

About the Show



Courtney plays Clara Johnson.
Clara travels to Italy with her mother on vacation. 
Clara has many emotional ups and downs: dissolving 
into hysterics, a meltdown where she pushes and 
throws a glass of wine on a character, getting slapped, 
and intimate moments with another character.

About the Show



Olive plays Signora Naccarelli.

Signora Naccarelli is wife to Signor Naccarelli and mother 
of Giuseppe and Fabrizio. She likes to watch drama 
unfold and has a very big heart.

About the Show



Chevy plays the Priest.

The Priest helps Clara convert to Catholicism, runs 
the wedding rehearsal, and officiates the
wedding.

About the Show



Alissa is in the ensemble. 

She plays a flower seller, a maid, a nun, and various 
other people of Florence.

About the Show



Nick is playing Roy.

Roy’s temper runs high when he finds out what is 
going on in Italy and he sometimes raises his voice.

About the Show



Jordan plays four characters, an old man, a young 
man, a tour guide, and a shady man.

When Clara becomes distressed, Jordan and Nick 
chase after Chevy.

About the Show



Daniel plays different people in Florence, including 
some men who are a little rough around the edges.

About the Show



Chelsea is an ensemble member. 

You will see her in a wide variety of costumes, 
ranging from a nun to an elderly man.

About the Show



Marissa plays Margaret.

Margaret is an elegant southern woman on a trip 
to Florence, Italy with her daughter Clara. Margaret 
loves her daughter very much but gets overwhelmed 
and slaps Clara at one point in the musical.

About the Show



Emily Rose plays a variety of characters ranging from 
a young paperboy to an old woman.

About the Show



Ryan plays Fabrizio.
Fabrizio is in love with Clara, and sometimes holds her 
gently and kisses her. He can be also be very frustrated, 
panicked, and loud. In a few moments, he takes his 
anger out on Giuseppe by pushing him or throwing 
things at him, but he is fully in control.

About the Show



Regina plays Franca Naccarelli.

Franca is a loud Italian woman who is going through 
marital conflict. She yells often and may be mildly 
aggressive to Giuseppe and others.
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Danny plays Signor Naccarelli .

Signor Naccarelli is a business owner and Fabrizio’s 
father. 
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Pedro plays Giuseppe Naccarelli. 

Giuseppe is Fabrizio’s big brother. He is married to 
Franca and despite their constant fighting they truly 
love each other

About the Show



Things to look out for:

The overture is backlit and performed in silhouette, 
so it will be hard to see the performers’ faces in the 
beginning. 

There may be sound effects played from speakers 
stage left and stage right.

Images may be projected onto the large white 
screen at the back of the stage.

About the Show



Trigger Warnings

• Some kissing
• A slap
• A couple little shoves
• Some shouting
• A depiction of a state of very high anxiety


